
CUSTOMER SERVICE PLAN FOR WIDGETS

Free Essay: Innovative Widgets customer service plan Vision â€¢ This is a statement of how you envision customer
services being delivered in the.

Only provide correct information. At Innovative Widgets we are the number leading widgets producer in
Australia. In the second role-play, you will recognise areas in which you can improve the performance of a
customer service team member. Any complaint that cannot be solved from this procedure must be directed to
the Customer Service Manager. Moving forward in gathering information, we had created a thorough analysis
of our current operations, tracking all feedbacks, complaints we had received. Assessment description Using
the background information on Innovative Widgets from your Student Workbook and from documentation
provided throughout the course, you will develop strategies to monitor progress and obtain customer feedback.
Help the customer to complete the Claims Form and ask if the customer can obtain quotes for repairs.
Managing under-performing team member. Resources: Specific procedures for the implementation of this
policy are available below and on the company intranet. In the first role-play, you will follow procedures to
handle customer complaints. Scope: The scope of this policy is related to the management of customer
complaints by employees and contractors of Innovative Widgets. They will provide annual reports to the
company and take care of tax responsibilities. Customer service is an important factor in developing a wide
and loyal customer base. You will use performance information and customer feedback provided by your
assessor to review customer service strategies and produce a report with recommendations for improvement.
Analyse performance data and customer feedback to indentify systemic customer service issues and trends.
Try to gather all the facts about the complaint and jot them down. They will take care of any issues the
machine may have. If you are not sure, ask the customer to gently wait until you check the information. KPIs
should address the areas of customer and business requirements identified below: a. Over the duration of the
course, based on the information you are provided, produce a customer service plan for Innovative Widgets.
Your customer service plan should include: a. Read the role descriptions provided in Appendix 1. Customers
across Australia look to us to provide high quality products at competitive prices. Collect feedback. Ask
questions and summarise what they are saying. Agree a suitable time for the Customer Service Manager to call
the customer. Established in , widgets are used as components for a wide variety of machinery, including
domestic and industrial machinery. Listen fully the customer needs and ask them questions to gather more
information. Each sector will have regular training updates and will provide an end of year report to the board
of directors to ensure everybody is aware of where we are at in the company. Demonstrate your knowledge of
how to develop team members and coach Mary to improve the quality of her customer service. After finding a
resolution, fill the customer complaint form and send to customer service manager. Innovative Widgets 2. Our
product standards As customers are the most important aspect of the company, our products are also just as
important.


